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The cancellation of the run-off elections once again portrayed the fact that decisions about Afghanistan Digg
are made in Washington but announced in Kabul. Just two weeks ago, they were accusing the puppet
president Hamid Karzai of having widely rigged the votes. They said the votes were fake and not
submit
acceptable.
But now they declared Karzai as winner on the basis of the same fraudulent votes. Still more, they
Share
immediately sent him messages of congratulations from Washington and London. Was he declared as
winner on the basis of genuine votes of the Afghans which, in facts, were not available or was it the result of a backroom dealings behind the
closed doors? Visits of high-ranking officials from Washington, London and Paris are a good proof of such dealings.
It is a pity that the Western colonialism spent more than five hundred millions of dollars as election (expenditure) and killed tens of our
country men under the pretext of maintaining security for the elections but finally, after getting a new commitment (from Karzai), the
Americans imposed on the country a person who promised to serve the Americans palatably.
These developments have proved the veracity of the stand of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, which always maintains that the elections
are held with a purpose of throwing dust into the eyes of the people; the real decision is made in Washington. Anyway, the past four months
showed that the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan has a decisive role in events in the country. On the one hand, majority of the Afghan people
avoided participation in the polling on the call of the Islamic Emirate and on the other hand, the heroic Mujahideen completely thwarted the
election process. The aerial and land forces of the enemy failed to prevent Mujahideen from carrying out attacks even they were not safe in
the heart of the Kabul city, in the UNAMA guest house.
The public of the world already knows the expansionist colonialist plans of the West under the pretext of terrorism but now they saw the
essence of the Western democracy and democratic elections. After all these happenings, how the rulers of the White House could dare justify
their military presence in Afghanistan and legitimacy of their surrogate regime. Now when the calls for war on terrors have proved to be based
on lies and the slogans of democracy substantiated to be empty and fatuous mottos, what principals the UNO will produce to prove the legality
of the puppet administration.
The Islamic Emirate calls on the people to foil all conspiracies of colonialism like they did foil the melodrama of the elections and unite for the
common cause of the liberation of the country and establishment of a real Islamic government.
We will only be able to flounder out of the trap of colonialism when we become real owners of our own home, when the power of decisionmaking is with us alone, not with foreigners and when our decisions and perceptions are Islamic, Afghan and independent.
The heroic Mujahideen of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan will defuse all conspiracies of the enemy with the help of the Almighty Allah
and will continue their decisive attacks in every part of the country according to a previously worked out plan now at their disposal.
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